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Repairing LCD monitor Dell 17"
it will enable you to repair a common fault on Dell 17" and 19" monitors, the fault presents itself as
briefly powering on then switching off or not at all
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INTRODUCTION
Hopefully this will give you the confidence to strip down the monitor and effect a repair which will
extend the life of your monitor by many years.
1. remove plinth from monitor by pressing the button on the back of the screen
2. Remove four black screws that attach back bezel to inside of monitor
3. Flip the monitor over so the screen is facing you and start prying up the front bezel moving the flat
bladed screwdriver along as you pop open the top bezel.
4 once the bezel is loose you can leave the front bezel in place and remove the back cover leaving
the front bezel in situ.
5. You will see two shiny shields fixed with two screws, remove the screws and you can pop/slide the
shields off.
6. Once they are removed, you will see one connecting to the screen which has two levers either
side, press those in and wiggle the ribbon cable out.
7. on the other side you'll see a smaller ribbon cable which simply pulls out. You'll also see the high
tension plugs which were under one of the RF shields they are usually pink and blue, make a note of
which goes into where and unplug
8. You're now ready to remove the screws around the edge of the LCD screen and it should come
off as one unit.
9. You'll see two boards with one of them which has a black non shorting cover held on by one
screw, remove the cover, then proceed to remove the other three screws.
10. Locate where the power is usually plugged in and you'll see two screws either side of the power
socket remove those.
11. You should see that the power supply board is now loose and can be wiggled free making sure
you don't damage the berg strip connector which attaches it to the other board. it usually comes out
at a slight angle quite easily.
12. Once out flip it over and examine the tops of the brown capacitors you'll see that two have
vented, and gone pyramid shaped, they've blown.... In my experience and I've repaired hundreds of
these monitors it is only ever these two that have gone, but if you find others that have vented
replace those as well, making sure you observe polarity and type correctly with the replacement
capacitors.
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TOOLS:

PARTS:

Soldering Workstation (1)

470uF 25V (2)

Phillips #0 Screwdriver (1)
Flathead 3/32" or 2.5 mm Screwdriver (1)
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Step 1 — Repairing LCD monitor Dell 17"


1. remove plinth from monitor by
pressing the button on the back of
the screen

Step 2 — Remove screen surround



Best to do this with the screen facing down so you don't rip out the ribbon cable that attaches to
the buttons on the front of the screen, start in the middle of the bezel to get purchase then slip a
screwdriver underneath to gently prize up the bezel working along until its released, the edges are
stubborn but do release with patience
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Step 3 — remove back of monitor



remove back of monitor and remove the shiny steel RF shields one screw each then then simply
slide off

Step 4 — Remove both ribbon cables



The small ribbon cable is easy to remove gently pull (see picture), the larger ribbon cable can be
stubborn I tend to use two screwdrivers one to push in the release catch and the other flat bladed
one to gently wiggle it out, same procedure for the other side, if you get image corruption after the
repair this is the cable that is the culprit
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Step 5 — Remove HT cables


There are 4 of them



4 screws one in each corner
attaches the electronics cradle to the
back of the LCD screen

Step 6 — remove back panel off the LCD screen
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Step 7 — Remove circuit boards from each other



remove the 4 screws one is bigger than the rest then undo the screws that hold the power cable
socket in place, once the power socket screws and the top board screws are removed put your
thumb over the power socket and pop the board out sideways you don't need a great deal of force
to remove the PSU board just loosen gently

Step 8 — slide the two boards apart



take note of the berg strip and make sure you don't damage the pins when removing flip the board
over and you're ready to remove the capacitors, when re-assembling make sure the berg strip lines
up correctly before pushing the boards together
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Step 9 — This is what a successfully repaired monitor should look like


After re-inserting the ribbon cables a
small one for the buttons at the front
of the bezel and the main one that
carries the data to the display, once
you have reconnected successfully
you should get a clean bouncing
screen saver moving around the
screen, if there are any screen
anomalies it is always the thicker
data cable that needs reseating

Step 10 — Put the back cover back on



it's best to test the monitor before you put the back cover on the screen, as invariably the larger of
the two ribbon cables has not seated correctly, once you're happy your screen works put
everything back together and you're good to go

Reassemble in reverse order taking time to re-fit the ribbon connector which can be a bit fiddly but you
can test it
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